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B-SPLINE INTERPOLATION PROBLEM IN HILBERT
C˚-MODULES
RASOUL ESKANDARI1, MICHAEL FRANK2, VLADIMIR M. MANUILOV3, and
MOHAMMAD SAL MOSLEHIAN4
Abstract. We introduce the B-spline interpolation problem corresponding
to a C˚-valued sesquilinear form on a Hilbert C˚-module and study its basic
properties as well as the uniqueness of solution. We first study the problem
in the case when the Hilbert C˚-module is self-dual. Extending a bounded
C˚-valued sesquilinear form on a Hilbert C˚-module to a sesquilinear form on
its second dual, we then provide some necessary and sufficient conditions for
the B-spline interpolation problem to have a solution.
Passing to the setting of Hilbert W˚-modules, we present our main result
by characterizing when the spline interpolation problem for the extended C˚-
valued sesquilinear to the dual X 1 of the HilbertW˚-module X has a solution.
As a consequence, we give a sufficient condition that for an orthogonally com-
plemented submodule of a self-dual Hilbert W˚-module X is orthogonally
complemented with respect to another C˚-inner product on X . Finally, solu-
tions of the B-spline interpolation problem for Hilbert C˚-modules over C˚-
ideals of W˚-algebras are extensively discussed. Several examples are provided
to illustrate the existence or lack of a solution for the problem.
1. Introduction
The notion of spline was introduced by Schoenberg [18] and then, it has been
applied in approximation theory, statistics, and numerical analysis, see [3]. Later,
this concept was generalized by several mathematicians as those elements in a
Hilbert space H that minimize a specific bilinear form over translates of a certain
null space.
One of the most significant generalization of splines is due to Lucas [13] in
which he gives a formalization of the notion of B-spline given by others in the
last years. More precisely, let pH , x¨, ¨yq be a real Hilbert space, let Λ be a family
of continuous linear forms over H , and let Bpx, yq be a bounded bilinear form on
H ˆH such that Bpx, xq ě 0 for all x P NpΛq “ tx P H : λpxq “ 0 for all λ P
Λu.
A vector s P H is called a B-spline if Bps, yq “ 0 for all y P NpΛq. The closed
linear space of all B-splines is denoted by SppB,Λq. For x P H , an element
s P H is said to be a Λ-interpolate of x if ps´xq P NpΛq. If s is also in SppB,Λq,
then s is called an SppB,Λq-interpolate of x. Lucas [13] gives conditions that
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insure the existence of an SppB,Λq-interpolate of any element in H . One of the
conditions is that the system pH ,Λ, B,NpΛqq is well-posed in the sense that if
N1 :“ tx P NpΛq : Bpx, xq “ 0u, then Bpx, yq “ 0 for all x P H and all y P N1;
moreover, if N2 is the orthogonal complement of N1 in NpΛq, then B is definite
on N2, that is, Bpx, xq ě c}x}2 for all x P N2; see also [1] for some existence and
uniqueness conditions.
Inspired by the theory of B-splines in Hilbert space setting, we investigate
the B-spline interpolation problem in the framework of Hilbert modules over
C˚-algebras and W ˚-algebras.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we review some prelim-
inaries required throughout the paper.
In Section 3, we introduce the B-spline interpolation problem corresponding to
a C˚-valued sesquilinear form on a Hilbert C˚-module and give several examples
to show the existence or the lack of a solution for the problem. We then give
some characterizations under some mild conditions for the B-spline interpolation
problem to have a solution and discuss the uniqueness of solution. Our charac-
terizations are given when the closed subspace Y is orthogonally complemented
in X .
Section 4 is devoted to study of the B-spline interpolation problem in the
framework of Hilbert W ˚-modules. We give necessary and sufficient conditions
for the spline interpolation problem for the extended C˚-valued sesquilinear to
the first dual of the Hilbert W ˚-module to have a solution. As a consequence,
we give a sufficient condition for that an orthogonally complemented submodule
of a self-dual Hilbert W ˚-module X is orthogonally complemented with respect
to another C˚-inner product on X . A concrete example is given to show that
the conditions of the main result of the paper simultaneously occur. Another
technical example shows that a crucial condition should be taken into account.
In Section 5 we deal with solutions of the B-spline interpolation problem for
Hilbert C˚-modules over C˚-ideals of W ˚-algebras. Several situations are dis-
cussed to give a comprehensive account of the problem in this setting.
2. Preliminaries
The notion of a pre-Hilbert C˚-module is a natural generalization of that of an
inner product space in which we allow the inner product to take its values in a
C˚-algebra instead of the field of complex numbers. More precisely, a pre-Hilbert
C˚-module over a C˚-algebra A is a complex linear space X which is a right
A -module equipped with an A -valued inner product x¨, ¨y : X ˆ X ÝÑ A
satisfying
(i) xx, y ` λzy “ xx, yy ` λxx, zy,
(ii) xx, yay “ xx, yya,
(iii) xx, yy˚ “ xy, xy,
(iv) xx, xy ě 0 and xx, xy “ 0 if and only if x “ 0,
for all x, y, z P X , a P A , λ P C. As easy to see, the setting }x} “ }xx, xy} 12
defines a norm on X . If X together with this norm is complete, then it is called
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a Hilbert C˚-module over A . The positive square root of xx, xy is denoted by |x|
for x P X . We say that a closed submodule Y of a Hilbert C˚-module X is
orthogonally complemented if X “ Y ‘ Y K, where Y K “ tx P X : xx, yy “ 0
for all y P Y u.
Although Hilbert C˚-modules seem to be a natural generalization of Hilbert
spaces, some of their basic properties are no longer valid in the setting of Hilbert
C˚-modules in their full generality. For example, not any closed submodule of a
Hilbert C˚-module is complemented and, not every bounded C˚-linear map on a
Hilbert C˚-module is adjointable.
If X 1 denotes the set of bounded A -linear maps from X into A , named as
the dual of X , then X 1 becomes a right A -module equipped with the following
actions:
pρ` λτqpxq “ ρpxq ` λτpxq and pτbqpxq “ b˚τpxq (2.1)
for τ P X 1, b P A , λ P C and x P X . Trivially, to every bounded A -linear map
T : X Ñ Y one can associate a bounded A -linear map T 1 : Y 1 Ñ X 1 defined
by T 1pgqpxq “ gpT pxqq for g P Y 1.
For each x P X , one can define the map px P X 1 by pxpyq “ xx, yy for y P X .
It is easy to verify that the map x ÞÑ px is isometric and A -linear. Hence one can
identify X with xX :“ tpx : x P X u as a closed submodule of X 1.
A module X is called self-dual if xX “ X 1. For example, a unital C˚-algebra
A is self-dual as a Hilbert A -module via xa, by “ a˚b.
Given x P X , one can define 9x P X 2 by 9xpfq “ fpxq˚ pf P X 1q. Then x ÞÑ 9x
gives rise to an isometric A -linear map. We say that X is reflexive if this map
is surjective. It is known [14, Chapter 4] that there is an A -valued inner product
on the second dual X 2 defined by xF,Gy “ F p 9Gq, where 9Gpxq :“ Gppxq px P X q.
It is an extension of the inner product on X . In addition, the map F ÞÑ 9F is an
isometric inclusion, and 99x “ px because of
99xpyq “ 9xppyq “ pypxq˚ “ xx, yy “ pxpyq.
Thus we have the chain of inclusions as X Ď X 2 Ď X 1, and every self-dual
Hilbert C˚-module is reflexive, too.
If A is a W ˚-algebra with the predual A˚ consisting of all normal bounded
linear functionals, then the A -valued inner product x¨, ¨y on X can be extended
to an A -valued inner product on X 1. We frequently use the construction given
by [16]: For a positive linear functional f on A , one can consider the semi-inner
product fpx¨, ¨yq on X . Let Nf “ tx : fpxx, xyq “ 0u. Then the quotient space
X {Nf equipped with the following inner product
px`Nf , y `Nfqf :“ fpxy, xyq px, y P X q (2.2)
provides a pre-Hilbert space. Let us denote the Hilbert space completion of
X {Nf by Hf and write } ¨}f for the norm on Hf obtained from its inner product
p¨, ¨qf . For τ P X 1, the map x`Nf ÞÑ fpτpxqq is a bounded linear functional with
norm less than or equal to }τ} }f}1{2. From the Riesz representation theorem we
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conclude that there is a unique vector τf P Hf such that }τf}f ď }τ}}f}1{2 and
px`Nf , τf qf “ fpτpxqq (2.3)
for all x P X . Further construction of this type can be found in [4, 8, 11]. The
comprehensive result of Paschke reads as follows.
Theorem 2.1. [16, Theorem 3.2] Let X be a pre-Hilbert C˚-module over a W ˚-
algebra A . The A -valued inner product x¨, ¨y can be extended to X 1 ˆ X 1 in
such a way as to make X 1 into a self-dual Hilbert A -module. In particular, the
extended inner product satisfies
xτ, pxy “ τpxq (2.4)
and
fpxτ, ρyq “ pτf , ρfqf (2.5)
for all x P X , τ, ρ P X 1, and all normal positive linear functionals f on A .
By an A -sesquilinear (bounded) form on a Hilbert A -module X we mean a
map B : X ˆ X Ñ A such that it is anti-A -linear in the first variable and
A -linear in the second one. We say that it is positive on a set Y if Bpy, yq ě 0
for all y P Y .
It is elliptic on a set Y if Bpy, yq ě cxy, yy for any y P Y and some positive
real constant c. For Hilbert C˚-modules we consider another ellipticity condition:
B is coercive on Y if B is positive on Y and if there exist c, k ą 0 such that
for any pure state f on A and any x P Y there exists a unit vector y P Y such
that fp|y|2q ě k and |fpBpx, yqq|2 ě cfp|x|2qfp|y|2q. For Hilbert spaces these two
conditions are equivalent. Indeed, the second condition means that there exists
c ą 0 such that for any x P Y there exists y P Y such that |Bpx, yq| ě c}x}}y}.
Let T satisfy Bpx, yq “ xTx, yy, and suppose that T is not bounded from below.
Then there exists a sequence of unit vectors txnu such that Txn Ñ 0. Let yn
satisfy }yn} “ 1 and |xTxn, yny| ě c}xn}}yn}, which gives a contradiction. Hence,
T is bounded from below. It is also positive, hence |Bpx, xq| ě c}x}2 for any
x P Y . In the opposite direction, if |Bpx, xq| ě c}x}2 for any x P Y then one can
take y “ x to satisfy the second condition.
Throughout the paper, let A be a C˚-algebra (W ˚-algebra if we explicitly state
it) whose pure state space is denoted by PSpA q, and let X denote a Hilbert
A -module. The reader is referred to [15] for terminology and notation on C˚-
algebra and to [12, 14, 10] for some basic knowledge on the theory of Hilbert
C˚-modules.
3. B-splines in Hilbert C˚-modules
Let Y be a closed submodule of X . Let B : X ˆ X Ñ A be a bounded
A -sesqulinear form. An element s P X is said to be a B-spline if
Bps, yq “ 0
for all y P Y .
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The B-spline interpolation problem asks whether for each x P X there
exists a B-spline element s in the coset x` Y .
Example 3.1.
(1) Suppose that P is a non-trivial projection on a Hilbert C˚-module X
and set Bpx, yq :“ xP pxq, yy, x, y P X . Then there is an orthogonal
decomposition X “ ranpP q ‘ kerpP q. Let Z Ď kerpP q be a closed
submodule and set Y :“ ranpP q ‘ Z Ď X . Given x P X the element
s P x`Y can be selected as s “ p1´P qpxq, i.e. the B-spline interpolation
has a solution. It might be not unique when Z ‰ t0u. Indeed, let
z P Z , and let s “ p1 ´ P qpxq ` z. Then s ´ x “ ´P pxq ` z P Y and
Bps, yq “ xP pp1´ P qpxq ` zq, yy “ xP pzq, yy “ 0 for any y P X .
(2) Consider a Hilbert space H as a Hilbert C˚-module over the C˚-algebra
BpH q of all bounded linear operators on H under the C˚-inner product
rx, ys :“ xby, where xby is defined by pxbyqpzq “ xz, yyx, and the actions
the usual addition, the scalar multiplication λ ¨ x “ λ¯x, and the module
right action x¨T “ T ˚pxq. Then the B-spline interpolation problem has no
solution for any given nontrivial closed subspace Y of X because of the
exhausting set of partial isometries of pairs of one-dimensional subspaces
of H .
(3) Let H be an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, A “ BpH q, and let
KpH q be the norm-closed two-sided ideal of BpH q of all compact opera-
tors on H . Let X be A with the Hilbert A -module operations inherited
from the algebraic operations in A , in particular, xT, Sy “ T ˚S. Let Y
be KpH q. Then for Bp¨, ¨q “ x¨, ¨y and Y , the B-spline interpolation prob-
lem has no solution. Similar results hold for any non-unital C˚-algebra
Y “ B and its multiplier C˚-algebra A “ X “MpBq.
In [15, Theorem 2.3.6] it is shown that in the setting of Hilbert spaces if σ is a
bounded sesquilinear form on H , then there is a unique bounded linear operator
U on H such that
σpx, yq “ xUpxq, yy.
In the next theorem, we show that the above representation is valid in a self-dual
Hilbert C˚-module. To achieve it we need a lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Let X ,Z be Hilbert A -modules. Let B : X ˆ Z Ñ A be a
bounded A -sesquilinear form on X ˆ Z . Then there is a unique bounded A -
linear map T : X Ñ Z 1 such that
Bpx, zq “ T pxqpzq px P X , z P Z q.
Proof. For any x P X define Tx : Z Ñ A by Txpzq “ Bpx, zq. It is easy to verify
that Tx P Z 1 and T : X Ñ Z 1 defined by T pxq “ Tx px P X q is a bounded
A -linear map. The uniqueness is obvious. 
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Theorem 3.3. Let X be a self-dual Hilbert A -module. Let B : X ˆX Ñ A be
a bounded A -sesqulinear form on A . Then there is a unique operator T P L pX q
such that
Bpx, yq “ xT pxq, yy px, y P X q.
Proof. Following the construction in Lemma 3.2 and due to X is self-dual, there
is wx P X such that Tx “ xwx. Let T : X Ñ X be defined by
T pxq “ wx px P X q.
One can easily verify that T is a bounded A -linear map. Since X is self-dual,
by [14, Proposition 2.5.2], T is adjointable. 
Let B : X ˆX Ñ A be a bounded A -sesqulinear form on a Hilbert A -module
X . Let Y be a closed submodule of X . Set|Y “ tqy P Y : Bpqy, yq “ 0 for all y P Y u,ĂY “ try P Y : Bpy, ryq “ 0 for all y P Y u,
and
Y1 “ ty P Y : Bpy, yq “ 0u.
Clearly, |Y Ď Y1 and ĂY Ď Y1. For example, if Bp¨, ¨q is skew-symmetric, i.e.
Bpx, yq “ ´Bpy, xq on X , then always Y1 “ Y , but the other two sets are
most often smaller. The sets |Y and ĂY are called the right and left radical of
Y , respectively. Moreover, for bounded A -sesquilinear forms both |Y and ĂY are
norm-complete A -submodules of Y . The more, Y1 is invariant under the action
of A .
Proposition 3.4. Let X be a Hilbert A -module, Y be a closed submodule of
X , and B : X ˆX Ñ A be a bounded A -sesqulinear form on X . Suppose that
the B-spline interpolation problem has a solution for Y for an element x P X .
Then the following two conditions are equivalent:
(1) The solution of the B-spline problem for x is unique.
(2) |Y “ t0u.
Since condition (ii) is a global one, any other existing solution of the B-spline
problem with respect to Y for other elements x P X has to be always unique in
the case when condition (ii) holds.
Proof. Suppose, |Y “ t0u. Take an element x P X and two derived solutions
of the B-spline problem for x, say s1 and s2. Then Bps1 ´ s2, yq “ Bps1, yq ´
Bps2, yq “ 0 for any y P Y by definition. If s1 “ x ` y1 and s2 “ x ` y2 with
y1, y2 P Y , then this equality is transformed to the equality Bpy1´ y2, yq “ 0 for
any y P Y , i.e. y1 “ y2 by our assumption, and hence, s1 “ s2. So the solution
is unique.
Conversely, if |Y ­“ t0u, then there is an element y0 P |Y Ď Y with y0 ­“ 0. For
a given element x P X and for a given solution s of the B-spline problem for x
the element s`y0 is also a solution of the B-spline problem for x, and both these
solutions are different. 
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Lemma 3.5. Let X be a Hilbert A -module and Y be a closed submodule of X .
Let B : X ˆX Ñ A be a bounded A -sesquilinear form and let B be positive on
Y , i.e. Bpy, yq ě 0 for any y P Y . Then
|Y “ Y1 “ ĂY .
Proof. Let f be any positive linear functional on A. Then fpBp¨, ¨qq (simply
denoted by fBp¨, ¨q ) is a positive C-sesquilinear form on Y . It follows from the
Cauchy–Schwartz inequality (see [15, page 52]) that
|fBpx, yq| ď pfBpx, xqq 12 pfBpy, yqq 12 , x, y P Y ,
and so Y1 Ă |Y and Y1 Ă ĂY . 
Proposition 3.6. Let X be a Hilbert A -module and T : X Ñ X be adjointable.
Let B1 : X ˆX Ñ A be the bounded A -sesquilinear form defined by B1px, yq “
xT pxq, yy for x, y P X . Let B2 : X ˆ X Ñ A be the bounded A -sesquilinear
form defined by B2px, yq “ xT ˚pxq, yy for x, y P X . Then ĄXB1 “ }XB2 andĄXB2 “ }XB1.
Proof.
ĄXB1 “ tx˜ : B1px, x˜q “ 0 for any x P X u
“ tx˜ : xT pxq, x˜y “ 0 for any x P X u
“ tx˜ : xx˜, T pxqy “ 0 for any x P X u
“ tx˜ : xT ˚px˜q, xy “ 0 for any x P X u
“ tx˜ : B2px˜, xq “ 0 for any x P X u
“ }XB2 .
Analogously, one can prove the other set identity. 
We say that a bounded A -sesquilinear form B is normal on an orthogonally
complemented Hilbert A -submodule Y of a Hilbert A -module X if Bpy, zq “
xT pyq, zy for y, z P Y with T P L pX q, and PTP and PT ˚P have the same
kernel, where P is the projection of X onto Y .
Proposition 3.7. Let X be a self-dual Hilbert A -module. Let Y be an orthog-
onally complemented Hilbert A -submodule of X . Let B be a normal bounded
A -sesquilinear form on Y . Then
|Y “ ĂY .
Proof. Suppose T P L pX q such that
Bpx, yq “ xTx, yy px, y P X q .
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Let TY “ PY TPY P L pY q, where PY is the projection onto Y . Hence,|Y “ tqy P Y : Bpqy, yq “ 0 for all y P Y u
“ tqy P Y : xTY qy, yy “ 0 for all y P Y u
“ N pTY q
“ N pT ˚Y q
“ RpTY qK
“ try P Y : xTY y, ryy “ 0 for all y P Y u
“ try P Y : Bpy, ryq “ 0 for all y P Y u
“ ĂY .
by [19, Lemma 15.3.5] in step 4. 
As a particular case, PTP can be a normal operator. In any case, the operator
TY can be extended to a bounded A -linear isomorphism S on Y setting S “ id
on the common kernel and S “ TY on the orthogonal complement of the kernel
with respect to Y . So one sees, any modular isomorphism of that orthogonal
complement would suffice and normality of TY is not necessary.
The following result is a generalization of [1, Theorem 1.5].
Theorem 3.8. Let X be a Hilbert A -module. Let Y be a closed submodule of
X . Let B : X ˆX Ñ A be a bounded A -sesqulinear form on X and T be as
in Lemma 3.2 and |Y “ t0u. Then B-spline interpolation problem has a solution
for Y if and only if
tTx|Y : x P X u Ď tTy|Y : y P Y u
Proof. Suppose that tTx|Y : x P X u Ď tTy|Y : y P Y u and z P X . Then there
is y0 P Y such that Tz|Y “ Ty0|Y . Let s “ z ´ y0. Clearly,
Bps, yq “ Bpz, yq ´Bpy0, yq “ T pzqpyq ´ T py0qpyq “ 0
for all y P Y .
To prove the converse, let z P X be arbitrary. There is s P z ` Y such that
Bps, yq “ 0 for all y P Y . Since |Y “ t0u, there exists a unique element y0 P Y
such that s “ z ` y0. Then
pTzqpyq “ Bpz, yq “ Bp´y0, yq “ T p´y0qpyq,
for all z P X and y P Y . Thus Tz|Y “ T p´y0q|Y . 
Remark 3.9. The exact version of Theorem 1.5 of [1], stated in the setting of
Hilbert spaces, is not valid in the content of (self-dual) Hilbert C˚-modules, in
general. In fact, if it held, we concluded that “the B-spline interpolation problem
has a solution for Y if and only if T pX q Ď T pY q”.
To see that the above assertion may not hold in the Hilbert C˚-module setting,
suppose X be a self-dual Hilbert C˚-module. Let P and Q be two distinct non-
trivial projections on X such that QP “ PQ “ P . Set T pxq “ Qpxq for x P X
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and Y “ P pX q. Then T pX q is not contained in Y , T pY q “ Y , |Y “ t0u, and
for any x P X there exists a unique element s “ x ´ P pxq with P pxq P Y by
definition such that xT psq, yy “ 0 for any y P Y because
xT psq, yy “ xQpxq ´QP pxq, yy “ xQpxq, y ą ´ ă P pxq, yy
“ xQpxq, P pyqy ´ xP pxq, P pyqy
“ xP ˚Qpxq, P pxqy ´ xP pxq, P pyqy
“ xP pxq, P pyqy ´ xP pxq, P pyqy “ 0
for any y P Y . But, T pX q “ QpX q is ‘larger’ than Y “ T pY q “ P pY q.
The next result reads as follows.
Theorem 3.10. Let X be a self-dual Hilbert A -module. Let Y be an orthog-
onally complemented submodule of X and P be the projection onto Y . Let
B : X ˆ X Ñ A be a bounded A -sesqulinear form and positive on Y . Then
a necessary condition for the B-spline interpolation problem for Y to have a
solution is
Bpx, qyq “ 0 for all x P X , qy P |Y (3.1)
If PTY is closed, then (3.1) is also sufficient, where T is as in Theorem 3.3.
Proof. Let x P X be arbitrary and let the B-spline interpolation problem have
a solution. Then there is y0 P Y such that s “ x` y0 and Bps, yq “ xTs, yy “ 0
for all y P Y . Hence,
Bpx, qyq “ xTx, qyy “ xT ps´ y0q, qyy “ ´xT py0q, qyy
“ ´Bpy0, qyq “ 0 p by Lemma 3.5q
for all qy P |Y .
Conversely, let (3.1) is valid and PTY is closed. Define S : X Ñ Y by
S “ PTP P LpX ,Y q. Note that RpSq “ PTY is closed and so
Y “ N pS˚q ‘RpSq (3.2)
We claim that N pS˚q “ |Y . Indeed
N pS˚q “ ty P Y : S˚y “ 0u
“ ty P Y : xy1, PT ˚Pyy “ 0 for all y1 P Y u
“ ty P Y : xTy1, yy “ 0 for all y1 P Y u
“ ĂY “ |Y p by Lemma 3.7q.
Let x P X be arbitrary. It follows from (3.2) that PTx “ PTy0 ` b0 for some
y0 P Y and b0 P |Y . Set s “ x ´ y0 P x ` Y , we show that s is a B-spline. To
this end, given any y P Y we have y “ y1 ` y2 such that y1 P |Y and y2 P RpS˚q.
Hence
Bps, yq “ xTs, yy “ xb0, y2y “ 0
by (3.1) and because b0 P |Y and y2 P RpSq. 
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The following two propositions give some properties inherited from a module
to its second dual. They are interesting on their own right and will be used in
what follows.
Proposition 3.11. Let X , Z be Hilbert A -modules over a C˚-algebra A . Let
B : X ˆZ Ñ A be a bounded A -sesqulinear form. Then B is uniquely extended
to a bounded A -sesqulinear form on X 2 ˆZ 2.
Proof. Let x P X . Define Tx : Z Ñ A by Txpzq “ Bpx, zq for z P Z . Then
Tx P Z 1 and so we can define T : X Ñ Z 1 by T pxq “ Tx. It is easy to see that
T is a bounded A -linear map. Set T 1 : Z 2 Ñ X 1, T 1pF qpyq “ F pTyq, F P Z 2,
y P X .
Apply this once again to get T 2 : X 2 Ñ Z 3, and recall that Z 3 is canonically
isomorphic to Z 1 ([14], Corollary 4.1.5). Note that T 2|X “ T . In fact
T 2p 9xqpF q “ 9xpT 1pF qq “ pT 1pF qpxqq˚ “ pF pTxqq˚ “ 9pTxqpF q
for all F P Z 2. Thus T 2p 9xq “ 9Tx, and so by using the identification via the
canonical inclusion,i.e. the map X ãÑ X 2, x ÞÑ 9x, we get T 2pxq “ Tx.
Now, we definerB : X 2 ˆZ 2 Ñ A , rBpF,Gq “ pT 2F qpGq, pF P X 2, G P Z 2q.
We haverBp 9x, 9zq “ T 2 9xp 9zq “ 9xpT 1 9zq “ ppT 1 9zqpxqq˚ “ p 9zpTxqq˚ “ Txpzq “ Bpx, zq.
To prove the uniqueness, suppose that M : X 2 ˆZ 2 Ñ A is an extension of
B. Then, by Lemma 3.2, there is S : X 2 Ñ Z 1 such that rBpF,Gq ´MpF,Gq “
SpF qpGq for all F, P X 2, G P Z 2. As
Sp 9xqp 9zq “ rBp 9x, 9yq ´Mp 9x, 9zq “ 0
for any x P X , z P Z , we see that S|X “ 0. Let us show that S “ pS|X q2. Note
that
S 1pF qpxq “ F pSxq “ F pS|X pxqq “ pSX q1 pF qpxq,
hence S 1 “ pS|X q1. Then
S2pF qpzq “ F pS 1p 9zqq “ F ppS|X q1p 9zqq “ pS|X q1pF qpzq
for any F P X 2, z P Z , hence S2 “ pS|X q2. On the other hand, S2 “ S. Thus
S “ pS|X q2 “ 0. This shows that M “ rB. 
Proposition 3.12. Let X be a Hilbert A -module over a C˚-algebra A and Y
be an orthogonally complemented submodule of X . Then Y 2 is an orthogonally
complemented submodule of X 2.
Proof. Let X “ Y ‘Z , and let p : X Ñ Y , q : X Ñ Z be the corresponding
projections. If f P X 1, g P Y 1, h P Z 1, then the map pg, hq ÞÑ f , where fpxq “
gpppxqq ` hpqpxqq, has an inverse map f ÞÑ pf |Y , f |Z q, hence X 1 “ Y 1 ‘ Z 1.
Similarly, X 2 “ Y 2‘Z 2 algebraically, and it remains only to check that Y 2 and
Z 2 are orthogonal to each other. Let G P Y 2, H P Z 2, and let GX , HX P X 2 be
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given by GX pfq “ Gpf |Y q, HX pfq “ Hpf |Z q. If F ÞÑ 9F denotes the canonical
inclusion X 2 Ñ X 1, then 9HX satisfies
9HX pxq “ HX ppxq “ HX ppx|Z q “ Hpyqpxqq, px P X q
since px|Z pzq “ xx, zy “ xqpxq, zy “ yqpxqpzq.
Therefore, 9HX |Y “ 0. Hence xGX , HX y “ GX p 9HX q “ Gp 9HX |Y q “ 0. 
We are ready to state our main result of this section.
Theorem 3.13. Let X be a Hilbert module over a C˚-algebra A and let Y be an
orthogonally complemented submodule of X . Let B : X ˆX Ñ A be a bounded
A -sesqulinear form, positive on Y . Assume there exists c ą 0 and k ą 0 such
that for every f P PSpA q and every x P Y z|Y there exists y P Y with }y} “ 1
such that fp|y|2q ě k and
|fBpx, yq|2 ě cfp|x|2qfp|y|2q. (3.3)
Then a necessary condition for the B-spline interpolation problem for Y to have
a solution is
Bpx, qyq “ 0 px P X , qy P |Y q. (3.4)
If 9Y is orthogonally complemented in X 2, then (3.4) is also sufficient.
Proof. Let there be a solution for the B-spline interpolation problem. Let x P X
be arbitrary. Hence, there is an element s “ x ` y0 with y0 P Y such that
Bps, yq “ 0 for any y P Y . Then for any qy P |Y we have
Bpx, qyq “ Bps, qyq ´Bpy0, qyq “ 0 pby Lemma 3.5q
Conversely, let (3.4) be valid and let 9Y be orthogonally complemented in X 2.
Note that if Y “ |Y , then (3.4) implies that B-spline interpolation problem has
a solution. Now suppose the Y ‰ |Y . Let rB and rT be as in Proposition 3.11.
By assumption, X 2 is self-dual. We shall show that rB fulfulls the conditions of
Theorem 3.10.
1. For any y P Y we have rBp 9y, 9yq “ Bpy, yq ě 0.
2. Denote by B0 the restriction of B onto X ˆ |Y , and let pB0qr denote the
extension of B0 to X
2 ˆ |Y 2 as in Proposition 3.11. Then, by uniqueness,rB|
X ˆ|Y “ pB0qr. If B0 “ 0, then pB0qr “ 0, hence rBpF,Gq “ 0 for any F P X 2,
G P |Y 2.
3. Let P be the projection of X 2 onto 9Y . Now we show that PT 2 9Y is closed
in X 2. Let x P Y z|Y . Then there is f0 P PSpA q such that f0p|x|2q “ }x}2. By
assumption, there exists an element y1 P Y such that }y1} “ 1 and f0p|y1|2q ě k
and
|f0Bpx, y1q|2 ě cf0p|x|2qf0p|y1|2q.
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We have
}PT 2px} “ sup
fPPSpA q,}y}“1
|fpxPT 2 9x, 9yyq|
“ sup
fPPSpA q,}y}“1
|f rBp 9x, 9yq|
“ sup
fPPSpA q,}y}“1
|fBpx, yq|
ě |f0Bpx, y1q|
ě `cf0p|x|2qf0p|y1|2q˘ 12
ě c 12 k 12 }x} (3.5)
In addition, if x P |Y , then we have
}PT 2 9x} “ sup
fPPSpA q,}y}“1
|fpxP 2T 9x, 9yyq|
“ sup
fPPSpA q,}y}“1
|f rBp 9x, 9yq|
“ sup
fPPSpA q,}y}“1
|fBpx, yq| “ 0 pby the definition of |Y q
Suppose PT 2 9yn Ñ F in X 2. Two cases occur:
(i) There is an infinite number of yn P |Y . Then there is a subsequence tynku of
tynu such that ynk P |Y . Hence }PT 2 9ynk} “ 0 and so F “ 0. Thus F P PT 2 9Y .
(ii) There is a finite number of yn P |Y . Then, by removing them, we can assume
that there is no ynk P |Y . Then, from (3.5), we infer that the sequence tynu
converges to y1 P Y , since 9Y is closed in X 2. Hence, PT 2 9yn Ñ PT 2y1. Therefore,
F “ PT 2 9y1 P 9Y . Thus, PT 2 9Y is closed. 
4. B-splines in Hilbert W ˚-modules
We need some auxiliary results. The first two lemmas can be deduced from
Propositions 3.11 and 3.12 by noting that if X is a Hilbert C˚-module over a
W ˚-algebra, then X 1 is self-dual, and so X 2 “ X 1.
Lemma 4.1. Let X be a Hilbert A -module over a W ˚-algebra A . Let B :
X ˆ X Ñ A be a bounded A -sesqulinear form on X . Then B is uniquely
extended to a bounded A -sesqulinear form on X 1.
Lemma 4.2. Let X be a Hilbert A -module over a W ˚-algebra A and Y be
an orthogonally complemented submodule of X . Then Y 1 is an orthogonally
complemented submodule of X 1.
Lemma 4.3. Let X be a Hilbert A -module over a W ˚-algebra A . Let f P PS
and τ P X 1. Suppose xn P X is such that xn `Nf Ñ τf . Then pSpxnqf Ñ pSτqf
for any adjointable operator S : X 1 Ñ X 1.
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Proof. At first we show that pSpxnqf Ñ pSτqf weakly in the Hilbert space Hf . To
show this fact, suppose that x P X . We have
lim
n
px`Nf , pSpxnqfqf “ lim
n
fppSpxnqpxqq pby (2.4)q
“ lim
n
fpxSpxn, pxyq pby (2.5)q
“ lim
n
fpxpxn, S˚pxyq
“ lim
n
fpxS˚px, pxnyq
“ lim
n
ppS˚pxqf , xn `Nfqf
“ ppS˚pxqf , τfqf
“ fpxS˚px, rτyq
“ fpxpx, Sτyq
“ px`Nf , pSτqfqf .
Since X {Nf is dense in Hf , we conclude that pSpxnqf weakly converges to pSτqf .
Secondly, we show that }pSpxnqf}f Ñ }pSτqf}f . Indeed,
lim
n
}pSpxnqf}2f “ lim
n
ppSpxnqf , pSpxnqfqf
“ lim
n
fpxSpxn, Spxnyq
“ lim
n
fpxxn, S˚Spxnyq
“ lim
n
px`Nf , pS˚Spxnqfqf
“ pτf , pS˚Sτqf q
“ fpxτ, S˚Sτyq
“ fpxSτ, Sτq
“ }pSτqf}2f .
Now, the assertion is deduced by utilizing [20, Exercises 4.21 ,p. 80]. 
Lemma 4.4. Let X be a Hilbert A -module over a W ˚-algebra A and Y be an
orthogonally complemented submodule of X . Let B : X ˆX Ñ A be a bounded
A -sesqulinear form on X . Let rB be the extension B on X 1. If B is positive on
Y then rB is positive on Y 1
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Proof. Suppose that τ P Y 1 and f P PS is arbitrary. Then there is a sequence
tynu such that yn `Nf Ñ τf in Hf from which we get
f rBpτ, τq “ fpxrTτ, τyq
“ pprTτqf , τfqf
“ lim
n
pprT pynqf , yn `Nfqf
“ lim fpxrT pyn, pynyq
“ lim fBpyn, ynq ě 0,
where rT is as in Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 3.3. 
The main result of this paper reads as follows.
Theorem 4.5. Let X be a Hilbert A -module over a W ˚-algebra A and Y be a
nontrivial orthogonally complemented submodule of X . Let B : X ˆX Ñ A be
a bounded A -sesqulinear form on X and positive on Y . Let rB be the extension
of B on X 1. Assume there exist c ą 0 and k ą 0 such that for every f P PSpA q
and for every x P Y z|Y there exists a unit vector y P Y such that fp|y|2q ě k
and
|fBpx, yq|2 ě cfp|x|2qfp|y|2q. (4.1)
Then, the rB-spline interpolation problem has a solution for Y 1 if and only if
Bpx, qyq “ 0 px P X , qy P |Y q. (4.2)
Proof. Let the rB-spine interpolation problem has a solution. It is easy to see
that
x|Y Ă |Y 1. If x P X , then there is η P Y 1 such that rBppx` η, σq “ 0 for any
σ P Y 1. Hence for any qy P |Y we have
Bpx, qyq “ rBppx, pqyq “ ´ rBpη, pqyq “ 0.
For the reverse assertion, let (4.2) be valid and let rT be as in Lemma 4.1 and
Theorem 3.3. It follows from Lemma 4.2 that Y 1 is orthogonally complemented
submodule of X 1. Note, that if Y “ |Y , then Y 1 “ |Y 1. Indeed, let σ, η P Y 1 and
f P PSpA q. Then there are sequences tynu, ty1nu Ă Y such that yn ` Nf Ñ σf
and y1n `Nf Ñ ηf . Utilizing Lemma 4.3, we have
f rBpσ, ηq “ fxP rTσ, ηy
“ ppP rTσqf , ηfqf
“ lim
n
pP rT pyn `Nf , py1n `Nfqf
“ lim
n
fxP rTpyn, py1ny
“ lim
n
fBpyn, y1nq “ 0
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So rBpσ, ηq “ 0. Hence σ P |Y 1. Thus, by (4.2), the rB-spline interpolation problem
has a solution. Now suppose Y ‰ |Y 1. Let P be the projection of X 1 onto Y 1.
We see by Lemma 4.4 that rB is positive on Y 1.
We intend to show that P rTY 1 is closed:
Let x P Y z|Y . Then there is f0 P PSpA q such that f0p|x|2q “ }x}2. By
assumption, there exists a unit element y0 P Y such that f0p|y0|2q ě k and
fulfulls (5.1). We have
}P rTpx} “ sup
fPPSpA q,}σ}“1,σPY 1
|fpxP rTpx, σyq|
“ sup
fPPSpA q,}σ}“1,σPY 1
|fpxrTpx, σyq|
ě sup
fPPSpA q,}y}“1
|fpxrTpx, pyyq|
“ sup
fPPSpA q,}y}“1
|f rBppx, pyq|
“ sup
fPPSpA q,}y}“1
|fBpx, yq|
ě |f0Bpx, y0q|
ě pcf0p|x|qf0p|y0q|q
1
2
ě c 12k 12 }x}.
In addition, if x P |Y , then for any f P PSpA q and σ P Y 1 there is tynu Ă Y
such that yn `Nf Ñ σf . We have
|fxP rTpx, σy| “ lim
n
|fxP rTpx, pyny| “ lim
n
|fp rBppx, pynqq| “ lim
n
|fpBpx, ynqq| “ 0
In virtue of orthogonal complimentary of Y 1 in X 1 (see Lemma 4.2), we get
}P rTpx} “ sup
fPPSpA q,σPY 1,}σ}“1
|fxP rTpx, σy| “ 0.
We show that
}P rTτ} ě ck}τ} pτ P Y 1z|Y 1q. (4.3)
Let τ P Y 1z|Y 1. Let g0 P PSpA q be such that }τg0}2g0 “ g0pxτ, τyq “ }τ}2; cf.
(2.5). Let xn P Y be such that xn ` Ng0 Ñ τg0 . We can choose always that
xn P Y z|Y . In fact, two cases occurs:
(i) There is an infinite number of xns that are in Y z|Y . Then, by passing to a
subsequence of txnu if necessary, we can assume that xn P Y z|Y .
(ii) There is an infinite number of xn that are in |Y . So there is a subsequence
of txnu in |Y , denoted by the same notation txnu. Because of Y ‰ |Y , we can
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choose some 0 ‰ zn P Y z|Y such that zn Ñ 0. Applying (2.2) and (2.3), we get
}zn ` xn `Ng0 ´ τg0}2g0 “ pzn ` xn `Ng0 ´ τg0, zn ` xn `Ng0 ´ τg0qg0
“ g0pxzn, znyq ` pxn `Ng0, xn `Ng0qg0 ` g0pxzn, xnyq
` g0pxxn, znyq ´ g0pτpznqq ´ g0pτpznqq
´ pxn `Ng0, τg0qg0 ´ pτg0 , xn `Ng0qg0
` }τg0}2g0
This shows that zn ` xn `Ng0 Ñ τg0 . Also zn ` xn R |Y .
Lemma 4.3 gives that pP rTpxnqg0 Ñ pP rTτqg0 . On the other hand, by assumption
there is a unit vector yn P Y such that k ď g0p|yn|2q ď 1 and fulfills (4.8). Then
we have
ckg0pxxn `Ng0, xn `Ng0yq “ ckg0p|xn|2q
ď cg0p|xn|2qg0p|yn|2q
ď |g0pBpxn, ynqq|2
“ |g0p rBppxn, pynqq|2
“ |g0pxrTpxn, pynyq|2
“ |g0pxP rTpxn, pynyq|2
ď }pP rTpxnqg0}2g0}yn `Ng0}2g0
“ }pP rTpxnqg0}2g0g0p|yn|2q
ď }pP rTpxnqg0}2g0.
Taking limits in the last inequality as nÑ 8 we arrive at
ck}τ}2 “ ck g0pxτ, τyq ď }pP rTτqg0}2g0 “ g0pxP rTτ, P rTτyq ď }P rTτ}2
Let P rTτn Ñ τ . From (4.3) we deduce that τn converges to some τ0 P Y 1 and so
P rTτn Ñ P rTτ0. Thus, τ “ P rTτ0 P P rTY 1.
Next, we shall show thatrBpτ, σq “ 0 pτ P X 1, σ P |Y 1q. (4.4)
To reach this aim, we need some new constructions as follows.
Suppose that τ P X 1 and σ P |Y 1. Note that we can define an A -valued inner
product on Y {|Y by
xy1 ` |Y , y2 ` |Y yB “ Bpy1, y2q py1, y2 P Y q.
This inner product is well defined, since |Y “ Y1 by Lemma 3.5. Similarly, Y 1{|Y 1
is a pre-Hilbert C˚-module equipped with the inner product
xσ1 ` |Y 1, σ2 ` |Y 1y rB “ rBpσ1, σ2q pσ1, σ2 P Y 1q.
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Let Y 1rB is the completion of Y 1{|Y 1. Let σ P Y 1, define Φσ P ´Y {|Y ¯1 by
Φσpy ` |Y q “ rBpσ, pyq py P Y q.
Since rBpσ, qyq “ 0 for every qy P |Y , so Φσ is well defined. Define Φ : Y 1{|Y 1 Ñ´
Y {|Y ¯1 by
Φpσ ` |Y 1q “ Φσ pσ P Y 1q.
It is obvious that Φ is well defined and Φ is bounded. Indeed, for any σ P Y 1 we
have
}Φpσ ` |Y 1q}2 “ sup
}y`|Y }B“1 }Φσpy `
|Y q}2
“ sup
}y`|Y }B“1 }
rBpσ, pyq}2
“ sup
}y`|Y }B“1 }xσ `
|Y 1, py ` |Y 1y rB}2
ď sup
}y`|Y }B“1 }py ` |Y 1}2rB}σ ` |Y 1}2rB
“ }σ ` |Y 1}2rB.
In addition, Φ is bounded below. To see this, let σ P Y 1z|Y 1. Employing (4.3),
we have
}Φpσ ` |Y 1q} “ sup
}y`|Y }Bď1 }Φpσ `
|Y 1qpy ` |Y q}
“ sup
}y`|Y }Bď1 }
rBpσ, pyq}
“ sup
}y`|Y }Bď1 }xP
rTσ, pyy}
ě sup
}y}ď} rB}´12 }xP
rTσ, pyy}
psince }Bpy, yq “ } rBppy, pyq} ď } pB} }y}2q
“ } rB}´12 }P rTσ}
ě ck} rB}´12 }σ} pby (4.3)q
ě ck} rB}´1}σ ` |Y 1} rB.
We can extend Φ on Y 1 rB, denoted by the same notation Φ. Thus the range of Φ
is closed. We show that the range RpΦq of this extension is pY {|Y q1:
Let τ P RpΦqK. Then
xΦpσ ` |Y 1q, τy “ 0 pσ P Y 1q.
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Let f P PSpA q. We have
ppΦpσ ` |Y 1qqf , τfqf “ fpxΦpσ ` |Y 1, τqyq “ 0 (4.5)
Since τf P pY {|Y qf there are yn ` |Y ` Nf such that yn ` |Y ` Nf Ñ τf in the
norm topology. Let y P Y be arbitrary. Then
py ` |Y `Nf , yn ` |Y `Nf qf “ fpxy ` |Y , yn ` |Y yBq
“ fBpy, ynq
“ f rBppy, pynq
“ fxΦppy ` |Y 1q, {yn ` |Y y
“ ppΦppy ` |Y 1qqf , yn ` |Y `Nfqf Ñ 0 pby (4.5)q
as n Ñ 8. Therefore, yn ` |Y ` Nf Ñ 0 weakly. Hence, τf “ 0. Thus τ “ 0.
This shows that RpΦqK “ 0, by [12, Theorem 3.2].
Next, we prove that rBpτ, ηq “ 0 for every τ P X 1, η P |Y 1. Let τ P X 1. Set
ψτ : Y {|Y Ñ A , ψτ py ` |Y q “ rBpτ, pyq.
We now show that ψτ is well defined:
Let τ P X 1 and qy P |Y . Let f be any normal positive linear functional on A .
There is a sequence txnu in X such that xn `Nf Ñ τf . We have
f rBpτ, pqyq “ fpxrTτ, pqyyq
“ fpxτ, rT ˚pqyyq
“ pτf , prT ˚pqyyqfqf
“ lim
n
pxn `Nf , prT ˚pqyqfqf
“ lim
n
fpxxn, rT ˚pqyyq
“ lim
n
fpxrTxn, pqyyq
“ lim
n
f rBppxn, pqyq
“ lim
n
fBpxn, qyq
“ 0.
Since f is arbitrary, we reach rBpτ, pqyq “ 0
It follows fromxyapxq “ xya, xy “ a˚xy, xy “ a˚pypxq “ ppyaqpxq pby (2.1)q
that ψτ P pY {|Y q1. Hence there are σn P Y 1 such that limnΦσn “ limnΦpσn `|Y 1q “ ψτ . Let ǫ ą 0 be given. There exists n1 such that
} rBpτ, pyq ´ rBpσn, pyq} ă ǫ pn ě n1, y P Y q.
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Let η P |Y 1. Then for any f P PSpA q there are yn P Y such that yn `Nf Ñ ηf .
Then there is n0 ě n1 such that |f rBpσ, xyn0q´f rBpσ, ηq| ă ǫ, where σ is either σn0
or τ . For each n ě n0, it holds that
|f rBpτ, ηq| ď |f rBpτ, ηq ´ f rBpτ, xyn0q|
` |f rBpτ, xyn0q ´ f rBpσn0 , xyn0q|
` |f rBpσn0 , xyn0q ´ f rBpσn0, ηq| ` |f rBpσn0 , ηq|
ď ǫ` ǫ` ǫ` 0 “ 3ǫ.
By Theorem 3.10, the rB-spline interpolation has a solution. 
Now we give an example in which the conditions of Theorem 4.5 simultaneously
occur.
Example 4.6. Let B be an abelian von Neumann algebra of operators acting
on a Hilbert space H . Let A “ B ‘ B be the von Neumann algebra of all
u P BpH q having the representation
u “
„
u1 0
0 u2

pu1, u2 P Bq. (4.6)
Let X :“ A and Y :“ B ‘ 0. Define B : X ˆX Ñ A by
Bpu, vq “
„
u˚
1
v1 0
0 0

,
where u and v have the representations as presented in (4.6). Then B is a bounded
A -sesqulinear form on X and positive on Y . Clearly, |Y “ t0u. By [15, Theorem
5.1.6], any pure state of A is multiplicative on A . Hence,
|fBpu, vq|2 “
ˇˇˇˇ
f
ˆ„
u˚
1
v1 0
0 0
˙ˇˇˇˇ2
“
ˇˇˇˇ
f
ˆ„
u˚
1
0
0 0
˙
f
ˆ„
v1 0
0 0
˙ˇˇˇˇ2
“ fp|u|2qfp|v|2q
for all u, v P Y . It follows from [12, page 10] that X is self-dual. Hence, Theorem
4.5 ensures that B-spline interpolation has a solution for Y .
In the following technical example we show that (5.1) is crucial.
Example 4.7. Let A “ BpH q, where H is a separable Hilbert space with
the standard orthonormal basis peiq. Let l2pA q be the set of all sequences pTiq
such that
ř
T ˚i Ti converges in the norm topology. The A -inner product on
X “ l2pA q is defined by
xpTiq, pSiqy “
8ÿ
i“1
T ˚i Si
By [14, Proposition 2.5.5], it is known that
l2pA q1 “
#
pTiq :
˜
Nÿ
i“1
T ˚i Ti
¸
N
is uniformly bounded
+
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Set
Y :“ tpTiq P l2pA q : T2i´1 “ 0 for 1 “ 1, 2, . . .u.
Then Y is an orthogonally complemented submodule of l2pA q with
Y
K “ tpTiq P l2pA q : T2i “ 0 for 1 “ 1, 2, . . .u.
If the map φ : l2pA q Ñ l2pA q is defined by
pφpTiqqj “
#
1
j
Tj ` 1?jTj`1 even j
0 odd j
,
then, evidently, φ P L pl2pA qq and
pφ˚pTiqqj “
$’&’%
1
j
Tj even j
1?
j
Tj odd j ą 1
0 j “ 1
.
Let us define a bounded A -sequilinear form B on X by
BppTiq, pSiqq “ xφpTiq, Siy “
8ÿ
j“1
ˆ
1
2j
T2j ` 1?
2j
T2j`1
˙˚
S2j
Now suppose rB is the extension of B on l2pA q1. It follows from [14, page 29] that
rBppTiq, pSiqq “ w ´ lim 8ÿ
j“1
ˆ
1
2j
T2j ` 1?
2j
T2j`1
˙˚
S2j
We see that
Y
1 “ tpTiq P l2pA q1 : T2i´1 “ 0 for 1 “ 1, 2, . . .u.
In addition, B is positive on Y , since for all pTiq P Y we have
BpφpTiq, pTiqq “
8ÿ
j“1
1
2j
T ˚
2jT2j ě 0 ,
in which we use the fact that
ϕp0, T2, 0, T4, ¨ ¨ ¨ q “
ˆ
0,
1
2
T2, 0,
1
4
T4, . . .
˙
.
The rB-spline interpolation has no solution for Y 1. To see this, suppose that
pPiq P l2pA q1 be the sequence of projections Pi “ ei b ei. Note that
ř8
i“1 Pi Ñ I
in the strong operator topology and Pis are pairwise orthogonal. For the element
pPiq, if there is pSiq P Y 1 such that BppPiq ` pSiq, pQiqq “ 0 for all pQiq P Y 1,
then we have
w ´ lim
8ÿ
j“1
ˆ
1
2j
pP2j ` S2jq ` 1?
2j
P2j`1
˙˚
Q2j “ 0 .
For each j, by choosing pQiq P Y 1 with Q2i “ I for i “ j and Q2i “ 0 otherwise,
we arrive at
S2j “ ´P2j ´
a
2jP2j`1.
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Then pSiq cannot be in Y 1, since
´řN
i“1 S
˚
i Si
¯
N
is not uniformly bounded. Indeed,››››› Nÿ
j“1
S˚
2jS2je2j`1
››››› “
››››› Nÿ
j“1
pP2j `
a
2jP2j`1qe2j`1
›››››
“
››››› Nÿ
j“1
a
2je2j`1
››››› “ Nÿ
j“1
a
2j.
Note that |Y “ t0u. In fact, suppose pTiq P |Y . For each pSiq P Y we have
BppTiq, pSiqq “ xφpTiq, pSiqy “
8ÿ
j“1
ˆ
1
2j
T2j ` 1?
2j
T2j`1
˙˚
S2j “
8ÿ
j“1
1
2j
T ˚
2jS2j “ 0
from which by choosing suitable pSiq P Y as above, we get T2i “ 0 for all i. Thus
pTiq “ 0.
Moreover, for any pTiq P l2pA q and pSiq P |Y we have
BppTiq, pSiqq “ BppTiq, 0qq “ 0
Next, we show that (5.1) is not valid. If it was true, then there would exist c ą 0
and k ą 0 such that for all f P PSpA q and for all pTiq P Y z|Y “ Y there exists
a unit vector pSiq P Y such that fp|pSiq|2q ě k and
|fBppTiq, pSiqq|2 ě ckfp|pTiq|2q. (4.7)
Let j P N be arbitrary. Consider pT ji qi “ p0, 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , P2j, 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ q P Y . It is
known that the linear functional fj : A Ñ C by fjpXq “ xXpe2jq, e2jy is a
pure state; see [15, Theorem 5.1.7]. If there is a unit vector pSji q P Y such that
fjpxpSji q, pSji qyq ě k, then we have
|fjBppT ji q, pSji qq|2 “
ˇˇˇˇ
1
2j
xSj
2je2j , e2jy
ˇˇˇˇ
2
ď
ˆ
1
2j
˙2
}Sj
2j}2
ď
ˆ
1
2j
˙2
}pSji q}2 “
ˆ
1
2j
˙2
.
On the other hand,
fj
´ˇˇpT ji qˇˇ2¯ “ xP2jpe2jq, e2jy “ 1
Hence (4.7) gives that
ck “ ckfj
´ˇˇpT ji qˇˇ2¯ ď ˇˇfjBppT ji q, pSji qqˇˇ2 ď ˆ 12j
˙2
,
which is impossible.
Corollary 4.8. Let X be a Hilbert A -module over a W ˚-algebra and Y be an
orthogonally complemented submodule of X . Let B : X ˆX Ñ A be a bounded
A -inner product on X . Assume there exist c ą 0 and k ą 0 such that for every
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f P PSpA q and for every x P Y there exists a unit vector y P Y such that
fp|y|2q ě k and
|fBpx, yq|2 ě cfp|x|2qfp|y|2q.
Then Y 1 is an orthogonally complemented submodule of X 1 with respect to the
inner product rB.
Proof. By use of Lemma 4.4 we see that rB is positive on X 1. Also if 0 ‰ τ P X 1
and f P PpA q is such that }τ}2 “ fpxτ, τyq “ }τf}2, then there is a sequence tynu
such that yn `Nf Ñ τf in Hf . For any yn P Y , let unit vector zn P Y be such
that fp|zn|2q ě k and
|fBpyn, znq|2 ě cfp|yn|2qfp|zn|2q.
With rT as in Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 3.3 we have
f rBpτ, τq “ fpxrTτ, τyq
“ pprTτqf , τfqf
“ lim
n
pprT pynqf , yn `Nfqf
“ lim
n
fpxrTpyn, pynyq
“ lim
n
fBpyn, ynq
ě 1}B} limn fBpyn, ynqfBpzn, znq
ě 1}B} limn |fBpyn, znq|
2 p by the Cauchy ´ Schwarz inequalityq
ě 1}B} limn
`
cf
`|yn|2˘ f `|zn|2˘˘
ě ck}B} limn f pxyn, ynyq
“ ck}B}fpxτ, τyq ą 0
“ ck}B}}τ}
2 ą 0,
which shows that rBpτ, τq ą 0. Hence rB is an inner product on X 1.
Since B is an A -valued inner product, |Y “ t0u, and so (4.2) holds. Hence,
the hypotheses of Theorem 4.5 are fulfilled. Therefore the rB-spline interpolation
problem has a solution for Y 1. If we set
S rB “ ts : s is a rB ´ splineu,
then for each τ P X 1, there are unique elements s P S rB and ρ P Y 1 such that
τ “ s` ρ. Thus, X 1 “ S rB ‘ Y 1. 
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As a consequence, we show when an orthogonally complemented submodule of
a self-dual Hilbert W ˚-module X is orthogonally complemented with respect to
another C˚-inner product on X .
Corollary 4.9. Let X be a self-dual Hilbert A -module over a W ˚-algebra and
Y be an orthogonally complemented submodule of X . Let B : X ˆX Ñ A be
a bounded inner product on X . Assume there exist c ą 0 and k ą 0 such that
for every f P PSpA q and for every x P Y there exists a unit vector y P Y such
that fp|y|2q ě k and
|fBpx, yq|2 ě cfp|x|2qfp|y|2q. (4.8)
Then Y is an orthogonally complemented submodule of X with respect to the
inner product B.
5. Solutions of the B-spline interpolation problem for Hilbert
C˚-modules over C˚-ideals of W ˚-algebras
Weakly dense, two-sided C˚-ideals A of W ˚-algebras D are of interest because
for them the B-spline interpolation problem for Hilbert C˚-modules over them
can be solved to the affirmative inside the W ˚-algebra. These ideals do not have
a unit. Examples include the compact C˚-algebras inside particular type I W ˚-
algebras, but also C˚-ideals of II8 W ˚-factors like the norm-closures of the set of
elements of finite trace or the set of all elements with source or range projections
of finite type.
In the situation characterized above the multiplier algebra MpA q of the C˚-
algebra A coincides with the W ˚-algebra D . Obviously, D Ď MpA q by the
two-sided ideal property of A in D and by the weak density supposition on A
in D . Conversely, every isometric faithful ˚-representation of a C˚-algebra A
on a Hilbert space induces an isometric ˚-representation of its multiplier algebra
MpA q inside the bicommutant of this representation; cf. [19, Proposition 2.2.11
and Example 2.F]. So MpA q “ D . Note, that strict convergence with respect to
A transfers to the ˚-representation.
By the Cohen–Hewitt factorization theorem ([9] and [17, Proposition 2.31]) for
Banach C˚-modules any element x of a Hilbert C˚-module can be decomposed
as x “ ya for a certain element y P X and a certain element a P A. This
decomposition is non-trivial for non-unital C˚-algebras. Consequently, given the
situation under discussion, any Hilbert A -module is a Hilbert MpA q-module,
too. Moreover, the construction of the A -(bi)dual and MpA q-(bi)dual Banach
C˚-modules of a given Hilbert A -module X result in exactly the same (bi)dual
Banach C˚-modules X 1 and X 2, respectively. So we can conclude X 1 “ X 2
in our situation, since X and X 1 are Hilbert W ˚-modules over MpA q “ D and
Paschke’s lifting of the MpA q-valued inner product on X to X 1 applies turning
the latter into a self-dual Hilbert W ˚-module over MpA q; cf. [16].
Theorem 5.1. Let A be a C˚-algebra that is a weakly dense, two-sided ideal
in a W ˚-algebra. Let X be a Hilbert A -module and Y be a nontrivial orthog-
onally complemented submodule of X . Let B : X ˆ X Ñ A be a bounded
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A -sesqulinear form on X and positive on Y . Denote by rB the extension of B
on X 1. Assume there exist c ą 0 and k ą 0 such that for every f P PSpA q and
for every x P Y z|Y there exists a unit vector y P Y such that fp|y|2q ě k and
|fBpx, yq|2 ě cfp|x|2qfp|y|2q. (5.1)
Then, the rB-spline interpolation problem has a solution for Y 1 if and only if
Bpx, qyq “ 0 px P X , qy P |Y q.
Proof. Because of the special properties of the C˚-algebra A as an ideal inside
a W ˚-algebra the latter can be identified with the multiplier C˚-algebra MpA q.
Therefore, X and Y are Hilbert MpA q-modules as well. The self-dual MpA q-
dual Hilbert MpA q-module X 1 can be identified with the multiplier module
MpX q of X ; see [5, 6]. So we can apply Theorem 4.5 and the result follows. 
By [7, Theorem 2.4], among the σ-unital and unital C˚-algebras A with W ˚-
algebras MpA q only compact C˚-algebras and (unital) W ˚-algebras have this
property. The C˚-ideals of II8-W ˚-factors like the norm-closures of the set of
elements of finite trace or the set of all elements with source or range projections
of finite type do not have a strictly positive element; see [2, Proposition 4.5]. The
non-σ-unital case is not classified yet. However, the W ˚-algebra of all bounded
linear operators on a non-separable Hilbert space possesses more norm-closed
two-sided C˚-ideals beside the C˚-algebra of compact operators, e.g. all bounded
linear operators with separable domain and range. Diving into the chain of non-
equal cardinalities of sets seen as dimensions of underlying Hilbert spaces reveals
more examples, even without assuming the continuum hypothesis.
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